
About & Scope
Open Minds Quarterly is a glossy 28-page consumer magazine with paid circulation, which 
features poetry, memoir, fiction, interviews, reviews and other writing and art by people 
whose experiences are often diagnosed as mental illnesses or addictions, and by our 
supporters and allies. OMQ aims to amplify the voices of people personally affected by 
mental illness and/or addiction, facilitating explorations of life with(in) illness and recovery. 
In so doing, we:

1. create space for people with lived experience of mental illness and/or addiction to 
consider our differences, the marginalization and oppression many of us face because of 
colonization, racism, misogyny, transphobia, homophobia, ableism and capitalism, and the 
ways these and other injustices make us unwell;

2. grow the language, narrative structures and media forms available to us for making sense 
of our world; we help to shape contemporary Canadian and world literatures; 

3. offer our lived experiences to inform policy, legislation and community attitudes around 
mental illness; and

4. testify to the significance, impact and dignity of our lives, in spite of the stigma that marks 
us otherwise.

OMQ is published by Northern Initiative for Social Action, a peer-run mental health support 
organization built on the premise that people with mental illnesses and/or addiction are 
intelligent, creative and valuable.
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emanations | poetry, flash & experimental

What Happened at the Shore • Michael Getty …  18

Something Pelican  • Jan Ball …  18

Your Mercury • Sarah Pinder …  19

Testament • Sarah Pinder …  19

Porcelain • Evyenia Sisovitis …  19

Poem for Liz  • James Dunham … 19

Urban Cleansing • Jerry Dorey …  20

Surviving Summer • Sylvie Gravelle …  21

inscriptions | information, interviews & reviews

Welcome  …  4

Open Letter on Rejoining Facebook  • Katie Dunbier…  24

Dear Health Plan Administrator • Beth Sterrett …  26

About the Authors  …  27

attestations | creative nonfiction

Unscripted Symphony   • Catherine J. Mahony … 5
A hospitalization is experienced as violent discord. A new mother fights to return to her 
child.

Coffin Fish  • Laura Dennison …  8

Promises broken kept, even in the murky currents of  deep depression and motherhood.

  
Finding Tilly  • Tanya Frank …  12

How do you know her, the woman whose name was never spoken? Here, Tilly’s 
granddaughter speaks her name.

Tapestry   • Lisa Roth-Gulvin … 13

No one thread makes this tapestry. It is woven with anger, empathy, hope, and the illness 
that links mother to daughter.

The Goodnight Show   • Dana Verdino … 14

The intimacy and distance that co-exist in a family. A spoken word piece

Spring   • Kate Ocasio … 15

It is not yet summer, but the green grass of  spring is finally poking through the snow that 
led a teenaged girl to consider suicide.

.

Love and Illness  •  Lisa Roth-Gulvin … 16

Even as our children push us away, we are pulled back to our mothers.

Bridge out of Bramble •  Laura LeMoon … 22

The author discusses a wrongful dismissal, based on her past experiences doing sex work, 
from an anti-human-trafficking job at a non-profit.


